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1. APPR'WAL OF THE COмII�áIТТЕЕ'S THIRD DRLFT REPORT (Document А10 /АFL /31) 

The C1AIRNAN drew the attention of the Committee to its third draft report 

(document AlO /AFL /31) . 

Decision: The third draft report was approved without comment. 

2, ACCOMMODATION FOR THE К GIONAL OFFICE FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC: Item 7.9 of 
the Agenda ()fficial Records 76, Annex 5; Documents AlO /AFL /24 and A7.û /АFL /2S) 

The CНAIR AN, opening the discussion on item 7,9 of the agenda, drew the 

Committee's attention to a draft resolution on the subject circulated as a working 

paper by the Director- General. It read: 

The Tenth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered resolution EB19.R27 on Accommodation for the Regional 
Office for the Western Pacific adopted by the Executive Board at its nineteenth 
session; 

Having considered the report of the Director -General and the exchange of 

communications between the Director -General and the Government of the Philippines 
on this subject; 

Cognizant of the urgent need for improved accommodation for the Regional 

Office for the Western Pacific; 

Recognizing that the envisaged new building would provide some office 
space for the United Nations and the other specialized agencies stationed 
in Manila; 

Considering that subsequent to the nineteenth session of the Executive 
Board the Government of the Philippines has amended its offer; 

Considering ftt:ther that certain provisions of this amended offer still 
remain too restrictive; 

I. 1. ACCEPTS, subject to thé provisions of paragraph 2 below, the offer of 
the Government of the Philippines 

(i) to grant to the Organization the free use of the land on which 
the new building is to be erected; and 
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(ii) to contribute as an outright donation P. 500 000 for the 

construction of the building; 

2. DECIDES that this acceptance is subject to the Organization being accorded 

satisfactory conditions of tenure and occupancy and to the following particular 

conditions being met; 

(a) The free use of the land should constitute a transferable and ex- 

clusive real right of user under the provisions of Philippine law and shall 

be duly evidenced by the appropriate deed or conveyance; 

(b) The Organization to receive from the Government of the Philippines 
the undertaking that, if the building is reassigned .to the Government, the 

Organization be equitably compensated on the basis of an independent evaluation 
of the value of the building; 

3. REQUESTS the Director -General to negotiate with the Government of the 
Philippines to obtain the satisfactory conditions of tenure and occupancy 
referred to in paragraph 2. 

4. REQUESTS the Director-General after the satisfactory conclusion of the 
negotiations requested in paragraph 3 to execute an agreement with the 
Government relating to the new accommodation, 

II. 1. AUTHORI7ES the establishment of a building fund to be maintained not i th- 
standing Financial Regulation 4.3 until completion of the construction project; 

2. DECIDES to 

Philippines and 

of the building 

3 of resolution 

credit to the fund the contribution of the Government of the 
any voluntary contributions towards the cost of construction 
made by Member States in response to the invitation in paragraph 
EВ19.R27; 

3. АUTHORIZES the Director -General to advance as needed from the Working 
Capital Fund such amounts as may be necessary to meet the cost of the construction 
not covered by the contributions credited under paragraph 2 above up to a 
maximum of %4 250 000 and to credit such advances to the building fund; 

4. APPROVES the Director -General's plan for reimbursing the Working Capital 
Fund for the advances made under the provisions of paragraph II.3. 

Mr SIEGEL (Assistant Director -General, Department of Administration and 

Finance), Secretary, said that Members of the Committee would no doubt have examined 

the documents submitted to the Executive Board at its nineteenth session concerning 

the Western Pacific Regional Office and which were reproduced in Official Records No. 76 
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Annex 5. The Director -General's report on the summary of developments in the 

arrangements made with other regional offices prepared in response to the BoardIs 

request was to be found in part II of Annex 5, and following consideration of that 

report the Board had in its resolution EB19.R5Э invited the Health Assembly to 

consider establishing criteria concerning the contribution which host governments 

should make towards the provision of adequate permanent accommodation for offices 

located in their countries. That matter was to come up for discussion under item 7.10 

of the agenda. 

For some years the Director-Genera]. had been trying to make adequate arrangements 

for all regional offices and, in the case of the African and European regions, the 

host governments had placed office buildings at the disposal of the Organization 

without cost to it, though in one instance a token rent had been charged for 

purposes of drawing up the lease. Negotiations had been under way for some time 

with the Philippine Government and had begun to take shape in the autumn of 1956, 

when a report on the progress made had been submitted to the Regional Committee for 

the Western Pacific. The Board, in examining the Philippine Gove7nment's offer, 

had found that it entailed two restrictions, and had accordingly recommended in 

resolution EB19.R27 that the Assembly give the offer favourable consideration subject 

to those restrictions being removed. The letter addressed by the Director -General 

to the Philippine Government after the closure of the Board's nineteenth яession 

was reproduced in document A10 /AFL /24, Annex 1, and that Government's reply, which 

had only been received during the Assemblj, would be foàrd in Annex 2 as well as 

a proposed draft agreement proposed by the Philippine Government. Though the 
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Director - General would have to take exception to some relatively minor points in 

that draft agreement, he believed they could be satisfactorily settled by negotiation 

and would not constitute serious impediments, so that on the present occasion he 

only wished to draw attention to two outstanding major points vh ich would have to 

be decided by the Committee. The first was connected with the free use of land 

and transferable rights. As WHO expected to finance part of the building costs, 

the Director -General believed it desirable to arrive at arrangements concerning the 

land which were no less favouraelll than those made in analogous transactions; for 

example, between the Swiss Government and the League of Nations, whereby the 

latter had been able to transfer its rights to the United Nations. The relevant 

provisions of the draft resolution were inspired by that agreement. The second 

problem was the arrangements to be made in the event of WHO moving out of the 

building. The Director -General considered that the Organization should then be 

equitably compensated on the basis of an independent evaluation of the value of the 

building. 

Mr BOUCHER, representative of the Executive Board, said that the Board had formed 

no opinion about the two restrictive conditions mentioned in the Director- Generalгs. 

letter of 5 February 1957 to the Philippine Government, and had framed its resolution 

EB19.R27 in such a way as not to hamper the progress of the negotiations between 

the Director-General and the Philippine Government on the basis of its generous 

offer. 
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Dr "Í2.CIk (Philippines) said that his Government welcomed the interest shoи n 

by the Director - General and th Board in pursuing the negotiations. The 

Philippine Cabinet had been prevented .from taking action earlier by farce majeure 

which was the reason why his Goverment had only been able to reply to the 

Director - General's letter on 14 Play, It would sive sympathetic consideration 

to the two provisions in the draft agreement it had proposed which had not been 

found very acceptable. 

Dr J.=:R (Pakistan) expressed surprise at the provision contained in 

paragraph 2, sub- paragraph (b) of the draft resolution before the Committee 

because the normal procedure would be to compensate on the basis of the аиоunt 

contributed at the time of construction and not on the basis of the value of 

the building when it was handed over, не therefore thought that the sub -paragraph 

should be brought into -line with usual practice by substituting the words 

"compensated on the basis of the book value of the building" for the words 

"equitably со:.рensated value of the building ". 

The Sззз=1:RY said that the Director -General had saugi�t to approach the 

matter from a legal and financial standpoint, on the basis of existing precedent, 

but would see no objection to making that provision more lenient if the Committee 

saw fit. 

Mr C_1DЕR 00D (United States of kmerica) thanked the Philippine Government 

for its generous offer and welcomed the dosire it had shоwn to bring the 

negotiations to a mutually satisfactory conclusion. He commended the Secretariat 

on the detailed documentation prepared. Iiе was rather surprised that the draft 
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resolution had been circulated as a proposal emanating from the Director -- General, 

However, it ;gas apparently acceptable to the Philippine delegation, and if 

certain objections of detail such as that raised by the delegate from Pakistan 

could be removed, his delegation would be prepared to support it, 

The SЕCRЕTлRY explained that the draft . resólution had been submitted 

as a suggestion by the Director- General to help the Committee formulate its 

• views on a complex question. It might be found convenient to discuss the 

matter in two parts, as had been done in that text, namely, first the Philippine 

Government's offer, and secondly the necessary financial arrangements. 

If any delegation wished to propose a draft resolution of its own, it would 

of course be circulated as quickly as possible. 

Mr DR á (Ireland) stated, on behalf of his Government, a gеaеrаl reservation 

concernin,., the accommodation for regional offices, and said that he should not 

be interpreted as referring specifically to the particular offer made by the 

Philippine Government, which was generous in many respects, 

The.Government of Irelanд did not consider that I0 should have to make 

any capital contribution towards the permanent accommodation,for regional offices, 

Dr GA1.CIЛ (Philippines), while appreciating the point of view of the 

Irish Government, said that unfortunately the economic circumstances of his 

country were such that the Government could not shoulder the total cost of the 

Regional Office, le had made energetic efforts to secure the appropriation 
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of 500 000 pesos, It also should be realized that the value of the and alone 

might be of the order of one million pesos, as the site in question was a 

particularly valuable one. In' fact, translated into hard cash, his Government 

had _аde the maximum offer it could afford, in view of the economic situation 

of his country, If it had been richer, it could perhaps have assumed the total 

financial responsibility, 

Iг JССIyL (Australia) asked what was the practical significance of the 

word "transferable" in paragraph 2, sub -paragraph (a) of the draft resolution? 

The 3�С RLT:.2Y explained that in drafting that sub - paragraph the Director - 

General had been guided by the precedent established in the agreement whereby 

the Swiss Government had conveyed to the League of Nations title to the land 

on which the Palais des Uations had been built, and that, as he had already 

indicated, had enabled the League on its dissolution to transfer that land to 

the United Nations,' 

Fr JOCIEL (Australia) declared himself satisfied with that explanation. 

Dr СТлРСIА (Philippines) said that one of the difficulties was that certain 

statutory provisions in the Philippine Constitution prohibited such a provision 

for transferability. Nevertheless, he would bring the Director- Generauus 

views to the attention of his Government, 

Mr JOС�2L (Australia) asked whether the underlying intention in paragraph 2, 

sub -paragraph (a) was that it should app1:- only to another international 

organization taking over the building from Wi0 or that it should have wider 

application? 
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The S 2С т f, repeating that the sub -paragraph was based on the satisfactory 

precedent he had already mentioned, emphasized that such a provision was both 

desirable and important from the legal point of view, because the Organization, 

as it was paying part of the building costs,, should in the normal course of 

events be entitled to transfer its rights to a sister or successor organization„ 

Mr JOCTL (Australia) observed that he was not qualified to comment on that • statement. 

Dr JAFAR (Pakistan) said that he had concluded from the Secretary1s 

explanations that paragraph 2, sub - paragraph (a) had been prompted by business 

considerations which were altogether out of place in an arrangement between 

WHO and a host government for the establishment of a regional centre which 

would be of benefit to both, 

Paragraph 2, sub- •paragraph (a), had, as in the case of the Australian 

delegate, raised doubts in his mind and he therefore proposed its deletion, 

Mr G1вITP,S (New Zealand) asked ti hеther, in the event of paragraph 2, 

sub -paragraph (a), being deleted, the Organization would be able, under 

Philippine law, to` transfer the building if it so desired, . 

The SЕCIU2A 1 said that if sub-paragraph (a) were deleted and nothing put 
in its place, that would be interpreted as meaning that the Assembly accepted 

the prevision in Article I (third sub-paragraph of paragraph 1) of the draft 

agreement proposed by the Philippine Government to the effect that "The 

Organization shall enjoy the free use of the land indefinitely for as long as 
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the Reiоnаl Office of the Organization remains in Manilau. Presuably# 

therefore, the Or ganization would have no right whatsoever to transfer its 

interest either in the land or the building. 

Dr JAFAR (Pakistan), referring the Committee to Article V of the proposed 

draft agreement, asked what were the precise difficulties which would arise in 

its application? 

The SECR А said that the answer to Dr Jafarts question which now related 

to the title to the building rather than to the land on which the foregoing 

discussion had principally centred, was to be found in paragraph 2.4 of the 

Director - General's report (document А10/01/28) 

Dr ГАFАR (Pakistan) said that the contents of that paragraph had oгэy 

served to confuse him further, He would have thought that once the building 

was completed i,t could not be treated separately from the site so that there 

could be no question of its return or transfer separately from the land on 

which it stood. Hence the question of the ultimate rights to the land.wou1d 

not arise, hе would appreciate a further clarification of the position. 

The SLCRLТR welcomed any opportunity to try and clarify what was a 

difficult and important problem, particularly as the arrangements fiiа Р 

concluded in the present instance would affect future oпΡes, for regUnal,.е 4 
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for any sub-regional offices. The difficulty now under discussion only arose 

because the Organization had been asked to finance part of the cost of the 

building and initially the Secretariat had considered that purely from the 

legal standpoint in the circumstances WHO should have free transferability of 

title, As the Philippine Government had stated that it was constitutionally 

impossible to transfer a title to the land, the Director- General had suggested 

a way out of the difficulty based on the solution reached between the Swiss 

Government and the League of Nations, which would give WHO the kind of 

protection it could reasonably expect when it had met part of the cost of the 

building, The Committee would note that the problem of the title to the 

land had only emerged during the negotiations subsequent to the nineteenth 

session of the Board, since the Philippine Government, when offering to give 

the land, had not made clear the constitutional position at that time. 

The Organization should be able to transfer the building to á sister 

organization if certain circumstances supervened and it should be borne in 

mind that in accordance with certain decisions taken by the Administrative 

Committee on Co- ordination (ACC), the Regional Office for the Western Pacific 

was expected to provide accommodation for the staffs of other international 

agencies working in Manila as well as providing common conference facilities, 

Regarding the last point made by the delegate of Pakistan, ha was not 

qualified to say whether in law ownership of land and the building on it 

could be separated. 
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In conclusion, he suggested that the Pakistan amendment to paragraph 2, 

sub -paragraph (b), raised certain financial issues and had implications hich 

the Committee might wish to consider further. 

Dr GIRCIA (Philippines) wished to clarify certain points. The Sесretary 

had stated that the inability of the Philippine Government to grant the title 

of the land to the Organization had not been brought up during the early part 

of the negotiations but only at a later date, Nr Siegel would remember that 

the late President had given him a brief audience in order to grant the 

concession for the site, but subsccuently the technical experts had found out 

that it could not be granted under the Constitution of the country, which was 

why the whole matter had been brought up in the Philippine Governтentts 

formal proposal. However, both the good will of that Government and of the 

late President and their desire to enter into a harmonious agreement and 

to meet 1нOts rec_uirements as far as possible, were evident. To substantiate 

that statement he referred the Committee to the third sub -paragraph in 

Article I, paragraph 1 of the agreement drafted by the Government which read: 

"The Organization shall enjoy the free use of the land indefinitely for as 

long as the Regional Office of the Or:;ааиzation remains in Manila ", In his 

opinion that provision was almost equivalent to the possession of a title. 

Should 5Кi at any time or another cease to exist, or should its functions 

be transferred to another organization, the provisions of Article V in the 

draft agreement would come into play, and he would particularly draw attention 

to the final proviso of that Article, the primary purpose of which was to 

ensure an equitable compensation to the Organization, 
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Those two points having been clarified, he believed that the Philippine 

Government's proposed draft agreement was fair and reasonable, 

Mr CLARK (Canada) said he had always realized the problem under discussion was 

a complicated one, but many complications of which he had been unaware had emerged 

during the disoussion. The Comm±tteels decisi-:n on the present occasion would 

doubtless constitute an important precedent, The Government of Canada had 

considerable first -hand experience of the matters under discussion, the headquarters 

of ICAO having been established in Canado. but he ould welcome an opportunity to 

consider the problem further before being called upon to take a final decision on 

it. When was it intended to start constructing the proposed new building? 

IMirWARING (United States of America) said that if the draft resolution was 

adopted in the form advocated by the delegate of Pakistan, the construction of the 

building could begin immediately, as the points on which there was still a difference 

of opinion would have been resolved„ 

Nr GABIТES (New Zealand) considered that under Article V .of the draft agreement 

proposed by the Philippine Government it would be possible for wH0 to transfer the 

proposed new building to a sister organization in the event if its ceasing to 

require office accommodation in Manila, 

The SECRETARY said that the delegate of the United States of America had already 

given part of the answer he had intended to make to the Canadian delegate's question, 

The Director -General and his staff considered that there was an urgent need for 

better accommodation fer the Regional Office for the western Pacific, and was 
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eager that construction of the proposed new building should be started as soon 

as possible, if that could be dne on terms acceptable to the World Health Assembly, 

The Director- General had brought to the attention of the world Health Assembly 

only two problems, which he considered were major ones; if the V +orld Health 

Assembly took a definite decision on each n,f those problems or indicated that it 

considered that they were not imp,rtant, the negotiations between the Director- General 

and the Philippine Government could, he believed, be satisfactorily concluded 

in a very short time. There were a number of minor problems still оutstаndiпg 

which the Director- General wished to discuss with the Philippine Government, but 

it was expected that they could easily be resolved. 

If the world Health Assembly agreed to Article V of the draft agreement 

proposed by the would definitely be impossible for 

WHO to transfer the proposed new building to a sister organization, 

Ir CLARK (Canada) said that the Director- General had raised a number of 

problems regarding the proposed new building and the delegate of the Philippines 

had indicated that he would refer what the Director -Genral had said to his 

Government; so long as the Director -General and the Philippine authorities had 

not reached agreement on those problems, it was difficult for the Canadian delegation 

to take a definite position in regard to them, Hе s:;.ggested that the most 

suitable decision that the Health Assembly could take on the matter at the present 

time was simply to request the Director -General and the Philippine authorities to 

continue their negotiations. He would not pursue that suggestion unless it 

received substantial support. 

Nr CHIBA (Jарan) supported the views just expressed by the delegate of Canada. 
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Princess SOU'TANNA Рн0Тл (Laos) said she had followed the debate with great 

interest, especially as she had intended to state that her Government was ready to 

make a contribution for the construction of the proposed new building in manila. 

But the discussion had left her with the impression that many important points 

were still not. ‚1осtг. For example, it had only just been learned that transfer of 

the title to the land was constitutionally impossible, She was therefo.•e unable 

to make a formal statemex.t on behalf of her Government until the results of the 

negotiations between the Director- General and the Philippine authorities were 

known. 

Mr SOERENSEN (Denmark) supported the suggestion made by the delegate of Canada.. 

The SECTARY said that the adoption of that suggestion by the vorld Health 

Assembly would almost certainly entail postponing the date on which construction 

of the building could begin for a whole year, because it could not begin without 

the Assemblyfs approval, if WHO was to contribute anything to the cost of the work, 

It would be necessary for the present World Health Asse�.rbly to give some guidance 

to the Director- General regarding the two major problems to which he had drawn 

attention and which would doubtless form the main subjects of future negotiations 

between the Director -General and the Philippine{ authorities concerning the 

proposed new building. A number of different views on these two problems had 

been expressed by government representatives during discussion, If the Health 

Assembly agreed that the two restrictions' in question presented no obstacle, 

it would doubtless be possible to begin constructing the build�,ng very soon. 
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The CHAIR AN asked the delegate Тf Сanae.а whether he would put his suggestion to 

the Committee in the form of a draft resolution. 

Ar СТ,'1К (Canada) said that he did not intend to do so, since, although 

his suggestion had been supported by two or three delegations, it had not 

received what he considered to be substantial support. . 

Mr`de VREEZE (Netherlands) said it was Obvious that all the points requiring 

clarification could not be' settled during the current session of the Health 

Assembly. He therefó're proposed to insert in paragraph 4, part I of the 

resolution after "Requests the Direotor- General" the words "in consultation with 

the Chairman of the Executive Board ", . 

Mr'GABITES '(New Zealand) requested that the amendments proposed by the 

delegate of Pakistan to sub -paragraph 2(a) and sub -paragraph 2(b) of part I 

of the draft resolution be put to the vote separately, 

Dr JÀPAR (Pakistan) said that he thought the two amendments should be 

dealt with separately. 

The CHAIRМAN read Rule 61 of the Rules of Procedure and asked if any 

delegation would object to his putting the amendments to the vote separately. 

There were no objections. 
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Mr JOCKEL (Australia) said that immediately after the Assistant 

Director -General had first spoken on sub- paragraph 2(a) of part I of the draft 

resolution, he had been prepared to vote in favour of its adoption; but having 

heard what had been said since he was in favour of adopting the proposal of the 

delegate of Pakistan that it be deleted. 

The SECRETARY said that if sub- paragraph 2(a) were deleted, it would be 

necessary to make a number of consequential changes in the draft resolution, 

such as the deletion of the words "tenure and" from paragraph 2 and 3. The 

Committee might be prepared to leave it to the Rapporteur to make the necessary 

amendments, . 

Decision: The Rapporteur was authorized to make such changes as he 
thought were necessitated by the Committee's decisions on proposals 

for amendment of the draft resolution, 

Decision: The proposal of the delegate of Pakistan for the deletion of 

sub- paragraph 2(a) of the draft resolution suggested by the Director -General 

was adopted by 27 votes to 7, with 16 abstentions, 

Decision: The amendment proposed by the delegate of Pakistan to 

sub -paragraph 2(b) of the draft resolution suggested by the Director -General 

was adopted by 37 votes to 4, with 11 abstentions. 

Decision: The amendment proposed by the delegate of the Netherlands to 

paragraph 4 of part I was adopted unanimously,. 

The CI&IRMAN invited comments on part II of the resolution suggested by the 

Direotor-General,and recalled the remarks on that part made earlier in the 

meeting by the delegate of Ireland. 

Nir FIRTH (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) referred to 

the Director- Genralfs proposal to provide in thw Programme and Budget Estimates 

for 1958 an amount of ';, 100 000 as the first of three annual reimbursements to 
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the working capital fund of withdrawals from the fund to finance part of the cost of 

constructing the proposed new building for the Reg_onal Office for the Western Pacific. 

In view of the possibility that a number of governments might contribute to the oost 

of the new building, he wondered whether it was not too early to determine the amount 

of the residual liability which would fall to WHO, and he therefore asked whether 

the Director- General would be prepared to consider altering the figure of 100.000 

which he was proposing to provide for that purpose in 1958, 

Thy SECRETARY replied that that figure would be open to discussion at the following • 
meeting when the Committee dealt with item 7.4 of the agenda,but he hoped that the 

matter could be settled during the present meeting. The Director -General had 

proposed that provision be made for the reimbursement of the working capital fund in 

1958 in case it was necessary to make advances from it to pay for work en the proposed 

new building in :anilа, It was for the Committee to decide whether such provision 

was necessary. If the World Health Assembly authorized such provision, there would 

be no serious difficulty even if the Director -General did not hгΡ7re to make advances 

from the fund; for the Executive Board would have the right to effect transfers 

between sections of the appropriation resolution. 

The СН IМAN drew attention to the words "as needed" in paragraph 3 of part II 

cf the draft resolution. 

Decision: Part II of the draft resolution proposed by the Director -General 

was adopted by 45 votes to none, with 5 abstentions, 

Decision: The whole draft resolution as amended was adopted by 44 votes to 

none, with 7 abstentions 
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З. CRITERIA FOR PROVISION OF REGIONAL OFFICE АСС0 0DAТION: Item 7.10 of the 

Agenda (Official Records No. 76, Resolution EВ19..R53 and Annex 5, 
Documents Amm /AFL /23 and Add.1) 

The SECRETRI said that the item had been placed on the agenda by virtue of the 

decision cf the Executive Board embodied in resolution EВ19.R53 (Official Records 

No. 76, page 19). The Executive Board's decision arose tut of a discussion of 

proposals regarding accommodation for the Regional Office for the Western Pacific. 

He drew attention to the report reproduced in part II of Annex 5 of Official Records 

No. 76, which the Director- General had submitted at the request of the Board, and to 

the letters from the Indian Ministry of Health (reproduced in document A10 /AFL /23) 

and from the head of the Egyptian Delegation (reproduced in document А10 /AFL /23 Add.l) 

regarding accommodation for the regional offices for South -East Asia and for the 

Eastern Mediterranean respectively. 

Mr BOUCHER, representative of the Executive Board, said that, when considering 

the question of provision of new accommodation for the Regional Office for the 

Western Pacific, the Executive Board had noted that the basis on which the negotiations 

between the Director -General and the Philippine authorities regarding that accommoda- 

tion were proceeding differed from the conditions under which accommodation had been 

provided in other cases. The difference was most marked where accommodation had been 

provided without cost to the Organization. The Executive Board, while desirous of 

taking no action which might prejudice the continuance of the negotiations between 

the Director- General and the Goverщent of the Philippines regarding the Regional 

Office for the Western Pacific, had felt that the Health Assembly might wish to 

consider the possibility of establishing broad conditions which would be uniform and 

could be applied in the future with relation to the provision of similar accommodation 

elsewhere. 
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The СHА1МiН read out the operative paragraph of resolution EB19.R53. 

Mr WARING (United States of America) said he doubted whether it would be 

practical to lay down criteria for the provision of regional office accommodation. 

• If such criteria were laid' down they would, of necessity, have to be of a very 

general and flexible nature if they were to be applicable to the economic capacity 

of any given country in which it might be decided to establish a regional office. 

Perhaps instead of laying down criteria to apply to all cases as suggested, it might 

be better to agree to deal with each caso separately according to its individual 

merits. 

Mr BRADY (Ireland) agreed with the delegate of the United States of America 

that it would be difficult to establish the suggested criteria. In view of the fact 

that the matter Sias being discussed at a lato stage in the current World Health 

Assembly, he suggested that the Health Assembly might simply ask the Executive Board 

to study the matter further. If that suggestion was supported by any other 

representative, he would propose the adoption of a draft resolution of which the 

operative part would read: 

1. PELIE` Е' that the World I?i lt'^ Orzanizаtion should, if poslible, 

establish criteria concerning the contribution which host governments should 

make towards the provision of ad :rurto pernaliont acco �odation for offices 

located in their countries, and, 

2. Г�72UEЅ S teat this matter should be studied by the Executive Board 

and a report thereon be submitted to the Eleventh World Health Assembly. 

Most of that text was copied from the operativo рaragraph of resolution EB19.R53 

of the Executive Board. 
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Mr WARING (United States of America), Dr HАYЕК (Lebanon) and Dr BERNHARDT 

(Federal Republic of Germany) each in turn supported the suggestion just made by the 

' delegate of Ireland. 

Mr BRADY (Ireland) formally proposed the adoption of a draft resolution 

consisting of two (introductory paragraphs with exactly the same wording as that of 

the two introductory paragraphs of resolution ЕВ19.R53 of the Executive Board, 

preceded by the words "The World Health Assembly" instead of the words "The Executive • Board" and of the operative paragraphs he had just suggested. 

The СHAIR.MAN asked whether any delegation .objected to a decision being taken 

on that proposal immediately without it being circulated in writing. 

There were no objections. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted unanimously. 

4. TEXT OF ТH APPROPRIATION RESOLUTION FOR ТHE FINANCIAL YEAR 1958: Item 7,4(c) 
of the Agenda (Official Records No. 74, pages 12 and 13, Official Records No, 77, 

Chapter V, Section 2.1) 

The CHAIRMAN invited comments on the text of the.draft appropriation resolution 

on pages 12 and 13 of Official Records No. 74. 

The SECRETARY said that that text was the same as corresponding texts adopted 

at several recent World Health Assemblies except the Tenth; at the Tenth World 

Health Assembly it had been agreed to include additional wording regarding the 

supplement. The amounts of dollars approved for each item should be added later. 
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It was customary to ask the appropriate Committee to fill in the amounts relating to 

items covered by that committee's terms of reference. As was stated in section 2.1 

of chapter V of the Executive Board's Report on the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates for 1958 (Official Records No. 77), the Executive Board had approved the 

text of the draft resolution. 

Decision: The text for the Appropriation Resolution for 1958 
on pages 12 and 13 of Official Records No. 74 was approved. 

5. STATUS OF COLLECTIONS OF ANNUAL COЛΡ?TRIBUTIONS AND ADVANCES TO THE WORKING 
CAPITAL FUND: Item 7.19 of the Agenda (Document A1о /AFL /12) (resumed) 

The SECRETARY recalled that the Committee had decided at an earlier meeting to 

defer taking any final decision on the item for a few days. At that meeting he 

had explained that two Members (Bolivia and Uruguay) were in arrears for the full 

amount of their contributions for 1955 and 1956 and were subject to the provisions 

of paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.13. He was `lad to be able to announce that 

since he had made that statement, advice had been received from the bank that 

Uruguay had paid its contribution for 1955. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Secretariat had submitted the following draft 

resolution - solely to facilitate the Committee's discussion on the item. 

The Tenth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the status of 
annual contributions and of advances to the Working Capital Fund, 

Noting that no Member present at the Tsnth World Health Assembly would 
,be subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of resolution WHA8.13 of the 

Eighth World Health Assembly, 
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Noting the comments in paragraph 7 of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee 
of the Executive Board on the accounts for the financial year 1956 to the 
effect that on 31 December 1956 twenty Members had not paid their 1956 
contributions in full, 

1. CALLS the attention of Member Governments to the importance of paying 
their contributions in good tine, 

2. REQUESTS Nimber Governments to provide in their national budgets for 
regular payment to the World Health Organization of their annual contributions 
in the year in which they are due. 

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) said he was very gratified to hear that Uruguay had paid 

its contribution for 1955. A little patience often paid very good dividends. 

Although he did not think that the fact that there was still one Member which had 

not paid any of its contributions for 1955 or 1956 should be mentioned in a 

resolution by the World Health Assembly, he believed that it would be wise to 

encourage the Director -General and his staff to pursue their efforts to persuade 

that Member to pay its contributions, stressing that even a partial payment would 

be very acceptable. He had no objection to the draft resolution before the 

Committee. 

. Decision: The draft resolution submitted by the Secretariat was 
adopted unanimously. 

The meeting rose at 12 noon. 


